
of the first month to see how your friendship is 
progressing. We also ask all our volunteers to 
submit details about their calls at least oncer 
week via an online form and to also share stories 
with us about their friendship.


There is ongoing support from the North 
London Cares team if you encounter any 
challenges or your older neighbour needs help 
arranging practical support. Volunteers regularly 
tell us about the joy, laughter and new 
perspectives they gain from friendships with 
older neighbours. But talking to someone who is 
isolated can be challenging. 

How do I get involved? 
Once you’ve signed up through our website at 
www.northlondoncares.org.uk/get-involved, 
we can send you our Phone a Friend 
application form. This is an opportunity for you 
to tell us more about yourself and why you think 
you’d be a good fit for the programme.


Once we have your application, we will send you 
information about a possible match. If you wish 
to go ahead, we will then host a short virtual 
induction to get you ready for the programme.


PHONE A 
FRIEND
Guide for new volunteers

Phone a Friend is a new project we are piloting 
as a temporary, emergency response 
programme for the next four months. It’s a great 
way to get to know an older neighbour by 
catching up on the phone a few times a week. 
Before you fill in our application form, here’s 
some more information to help you decide 
whether it’s the right volunteering experience for 
you.


What is Phone a Friend?  
Phone a Friend is a phone friendship 
matching scheme, which connects volunteers 
and their older neighbours aged 65 and over. 
We hope our matches are mutually beneficial 
and provide company, companionship and 
conversation a few times a week with someone 
you wouldn’t otherwise get to know.


Our matches typically enjoy talking over the 
phone four times a week. Each conversation 
lasts around 10-20 minutes, giving you the 
chance to get to know your older neighbour 
over time. Phone matches catch up about their 
hobbies, what’s been happening on their 
favourite soaps, and share stories.


How does it work? 
Building a new friendship can take time, which 
is why we ask volunteers to commit to at least 
four months of phone calls.


Most matches find their own unique routine for 
catching up: some may stick to talking at the 
same times every week, while others may be 
more flexible about when they catch up. It’s up 
to you and your older neighbour to decide.


We will support you to arrange your first call 
and have a debrief afterwards, and then we

will check in with you over the phone at the end


If you have any questions, please get in touch with Harry or call us on 020 7118 3838
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